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Abstract

The receptor for advanced glycation end-products (RAGE or AGER) is a

transmembrane, immunoglobulin-like receptor that, due to its multiple

isoform structures, binds to a diverse range of endo- and exogenous ligands.

RAGE activation caused by the ligand binding initiates a cascade of complex

pathways associated with producing free radicals, such as reactive nitric oxide

and oxygen species, cell proliferation, and immunoinflammatory processes.

The involvement of RAGE in the pathogenesis of disorders such as diabetes,

inflammation, tumor progression, and endothelial dysfunction is dictated by

the accumulation of advanced glycation end-products (AGEs) at pathologic

states leading to sustained RAGE upregulation. The involvement of RAGE and

its ligands in numerous pathologies and diseases makes RAGE an interesting

target for therapy focused on the modulation of both RAGE expression or acti-

vation and the production or exogenous administration of AGEs. Despite the

known role that the RAGE/AGE axis plays in multiple disease states, there

remains an urgent need to develop noninvasive, molecular imaging

approaches that can accurately quantify RAGE levels in vivo that will aid in

the validation of RAGE and its ligands as biomarkers and therapeutic targets.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Receptor for advanced glycation end-products (RAGE, AGER) is a 50–55 kDa membrane-bound immunoglobulin
surface receptor discovered in 1992 by Schmidt et al. after searching for receptors that mediate interactions between the
advanced glycation end-products (AGEs) and endothelium (Neeper et al., 1992; A. M. Schmidt et al., 1992). The protein
is expressed by the AGER gene located on chromosome 6 in the major histocompatibility complex three (MHC III)
region. RAGE pre-mRNA has 11 exons spaced by 10 introns, which, depending on splicing, can produce different
RAGE isoforms (Chuah et al., 2013; Sterenczak et al., 2013; Sugaya et al., 1994). Complete RAGE consists of an extracel-
lular ligand-binding domain, a single-helix transmembrane area, and a cytoplasmic tail as depicted in Figure 1
(Bongarzone et al., 2017; Xie et al., 2008). The extracellular region includes three specific regions: a flexible, positively
charged variable (V) domain, a positively charged constant (C1) domain, and a negatively charged C2 domain
(Bongarzone et al., 2017; Fritz, 2011; Yatime & Andersen, 2013).

RAGE can oligomerize with its extracellular and transmembrane domains, which is crucial for ligand binding and
activating the receptor's signaling pathways (Xue et al., 2011; Yatime & Andersen, 2013). Within its cytoplasmic
domain, ligand-stimulated RAGE can interact with intracellular effectors such as the formin diaphanous 1 (DIAPH1),
mitogen-activated protein kinases (MAPK) such as extracellular signal-regulated kinase 1/2 (ERK-1/2), and dedicator
of cytokinesis protein 7 (DOCK7) (Bongarzone et al., 2017; Sakaguchi et al., 2011; Shekhtman et al., 2017; Zhu &
Smith, 2019). These interactions can lead to the upregulation of several factors, including nuclear factor κ-light-chain
enhancer of activated B cells (NF-κB) and cAMP response element-binding (CREB) protein, resulting in increased
RAGE expression, which is associated with a myriad of biological effects (Bongarzone et al., 2017; Ann Marie Schmidt
et al., 2000; Sousa et al., 2000).

Due to alternative splicing, RAGE exists in multiple isoforms as depicted in Figure 1 (Ann Marie Schmidt
et al., 2000). For example, N-truncated RAGE (N-RAGE) does not possess the V-domain, inhibiting any ligand activity
within this domain (Koyama et al., 2007; Sugaya et al., 1994). In contrast, a dominant-negative RAGE (DN-RAGE)
consists of the receptor without the cytoplasmic region, preventing downstream signaling activity (Fritz, 2011; Ann
Marie Schmidt et al., 2000; Takeuchi et al., 2013). A soluble RAGE (sRAGE), which only includes the extracellular
region, can be formed through alternative splicing cleavage of full RAGE by matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs) or G
protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs) (Metz et al., 2012; Ling Zhang et al., 2008). Similar to DN-RAGE, the lack of cyto-
plasmic activity of sRAGE prevents the biological activity from interacting with RAGE ligands. Instead, sRAGE can
scavenge RAGE ligands in the extracellular matrix (ECM) and act as a decoy receptor.

RAGE, through its three domains, binds to a diverse range of ligands, including AGEs. AGEs, including Nϵ-carbo-
xymethyl-lysine (CML), Nϵ- carboxyethyl-lysine (CEL), and methylglyoxal (MG) modified proteins, are formed through
the irreversible nonenzymatic Maillard reaction between proteins and carbohydrates (Ott et al., 2014). Both CML and
CEL levels are elevated in the Western diet, particularly within processed meats, dairy products, and cereal-derived
foods (Delgado-Andrade, 2016). In cooking, techniques like frying and roasting are associated with high AGEs

FIGURE 1 Structure of full-length RAGE, including the variable (V) domain, constant (C1 and C2) domains, the transmembrane

region, and the cytoplasmic tail. The key RAGE isoforms include (from the left) the full-length RAGE, oligomerized full-length RAGE,

dominant negative RAGE (DN-RAGE), N-truncated RAGE (N-RAGE), and soluble (secretory) RAGE (sRAGE).
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formation in meats, and fish (Uribarri et al., 2010), which could indicate a causative link between diet and RAGE/AGE
axis associated pathologies. Therefore, interactions between RAGE and AGEs are associated with several systemic
pathologies including diabetic complications, cancer, and inflammation (Singh et al., 2014; Sparvero et al., 2009). RAGE
ligands bind through electrostatic and hydrophobic interactions with the surface of the V-domain, forming V-V
homodimers via interlinkage with multiple CML or CEL residues. Fluorescence titration analysis demonstrated that
CML and CEL modified small peptides have binding affinities (Kd) of approximately 100 μM to a recombinant RAGE
V-domain (Xue et al., 2011). Radiological binding assays showed that CML modified bovine serum albumin
(BSA-CML) have a Kd of 10 μM to a monomeric V-domain of RAGE and significantly higher affinity to full-length
sRAGE (Kd = 76 nM) (Kislinger et al., 1999; Xie et al., 2008). This is due to the ability of full-length RAGE to oli-
gomerize, bringing multiple V domains together and increasing binding sites. Other RAGE ligands, such as a high
mobility group box 1 (HMGB1) and the subtype amphoterin bind to both the C1 and C2 domains with nanomolar affin-
ities (Hori et al., 1995) and are associated with apoptotic and inflammation-related events (Sims et al., 2010; H. Yang
et al., 2013). In a number of neurological disorders, it was found that RAGE can also interact with amyloid beta (Aβ)
proteins through both the V and C1 domains at nanomolar affinities (Deane et al., 2012; P.-S. Yang et al., 2016). Lastly,
RAGE was shown to interact with many of the S100 family of proteins, binding to multiple domains at nano- to micro-
molar affinities (Bongarzone et al., 2017).

Due to its promiscuous behavior with different ligand types, RAGE overexpression and activity are complexly
associated with several pathologies, including cancer, vascular complications, and neurological disorders. There-
fore, to better understand the role of RAGE in these pathologies, develop new diagnostic tools and evaluate indi-
vidualized therapies, there is an immediate need to design clinically translatable, noninvasive imaging approaches
targeted at the RAGE/AGE axis that can improve the assessment of receptor activity and validify its biological
functions. In the next sections, we will highlight the role of RAGE in physiological disorders, the potential of
RAGE/AGE axis-targeted therapeutic interventions and discuss preclinical image-based strategies to assess RAGE
quantitatively.

2 | BIOLOGICAL ROLES OF RAGE/AGE AXIS

2.1 | RAGE and cancer

Through interactions with its ligands, RAGE modifies both the tumor and its surrounding microenvironment (TME) in
multiple types of cancer, including breast, prostate, glioma, pancreatic, colon cancer, and melanoma (Allmen
et al., 2008; Malik et al., 2015; Meghnani et al., 2014; Taguchi et al., 2000). In tumor cells, RAGE activity participates in
the progression of these malignancies by enhancing cell proliferation, formation of metastasis, stem-cell-like transitions,
survival, and autophagy. Taguchi et al. demonstrated that rat glioma cells cultured in the presence of amphoterin
showed increased growth, and removal of RAGE blocked this effect (Taguchi et al., 2000). Immunodeficient mice
injected with these activated cells exhibited increased growth, and immunohistochemical analysis showed co-
localization with RAGE, amphoterin, and glioma cells, suggesting RAGE-induced tumor growth. In a study by Sharaf
et al., the treatment of MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cells with BSA-CML exhibited a significant upregulation in both cell
proliferation and invasion through RAGE/AGE mediated signaling (Sharaf et al., 2015). RAGE/AGE activity was associ-
ated with increased phosphorylation of ERK-1/2, and p70S6K1 pathways, which has been shown to enhance tumor cell
proliferation (Meng et al., 2006; W. Zhang & Liu, 2002). Additionally, it was found that RAGE increased the activity of
matrix metalloproteinase-9 (MMP-9), an enzyme strongly linked to promoting tumor aggressiveness by degrading
basement-membranes and inducing phenotypes that enhance tumor cell motility (Kessenbrock et al., 2010; Mehner
et al., 2014; van’t Veer et al., 2002). Moreover, RAGE activity is associated with the induction of the epithelial-
to-mesenchymal (EMT) transition, which leads to increased metastasis and tumor inflammation (Brabletz et al., 2018;
Kwak et al., 2016). Within the PC-3 prostate cancer cell line, HMGB1/RAGE signaling was shown to increase the EMT
markers such as N-cadherin, vimentin, MMP-1, and MMP-10. Also, HMGB1-treated cells demonstrated higher migra-
tion rates (J. Zhang et al., 2018). In clinical studies, HMBG1 had higher expression in primary tumor samples for
patients with metastatic compared to localized prostate cancer. Yin et al. showed that actions of S100A8/A9 via RAGE
caused formation of lung metastasis of MDA-MB-231 cells implanted in an immunocompromised mouse model. In
addition, RAGE increased the expression of EMT transcription factors in breast cancer cells ranging from less malig-
nant (MCF-7) to highly metastatic (MDA-MB-231) (Nasser et al., 2015; Yin et al., 2013). Finally, RAGE was also linked
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to increased lymph node metastasis within patient tumor samples. All this implicates RAGE as a potential biomarker of
poor prognosis and increased tumor aggressiveness.

The expression of RAGE is also correlated with enhanced resistance to antitumor therapies, promoting survival
(Huang et al., 2018; Kang et al., 2010; Q.-Y. Zhang et al., 2015). In a study by Kang et al., it was shown that increased
RAGE expression in human pancreatic tumor cell lines decreased cell apoptosis when subjected to radiation therapy,
chemotherapeutic agents, and hypoxia through autophagy. Importantly, C57BL6 mice inoculated with RAGE knock-
down tumor cells showed increased apoptosis and decreased autophagy, indicating its relevance in vivo. These effects
were demonstrated in other types of cancer. Recently, Huang et al. demonstrated in vitro and in vivo that RAGE/
HMGB1 interactions were responsible for increased autophagy in colorectal cancer through ERK-1/2 phosphorylation
of dynamin-related protein 1 (DRP1) (Huang et al., 2018). Interestingly, tissue microarray analysis of patient biopsies
showed that a high presence of RAGE G82S polymorphism expression correlated to increased levels of p-DRP1 follow-
ing chemotherapy treatment. These individuals also had a poorer overall 5-year survival than those without RAGE
expression.

These observations affirm the impact of RAGE in promoting therapeutic resistance both in preclinical and clinical
studies. In addition to tumor cells, RAGE modulates the TME. One prominent mechanism is the propagation of chronic
inflammation, which, in the abundance of innate immune cells like macrophages and neutrophils, can promote tumor
growth and survival (de Visseret al., 2006). RAGE interactions with S100 proteins, AGEs, and HMGB1 within both
tumor and microenvironmental cells elevate NF-κB activity, increasing the expression of proinflammatory cytokines
such as TNF-α, IL-6, and nitric oxide (NO) (Dukic-Stefanovic et al., 2003; Palanissami & Paul, 2018; Sparvero
et al., 2009). In a study by Nasser et al., RAGE knockout mice injected with PyMT mouse breast cancer cells showed a
decrease in tumor-associated macrophage (TAM) recruitment within biopsied tumors (Nasser et al., 2015). TAMs are
a phenotype of macrophages that possess M2 and M1 type characteristics, inducing both pro-inflammatory cytokines
and remodeling activation factors like VEGF, IL-10, and TGF-β (J. Kim & Bae, 2016). Also, S100A7/RAGE interactions
in an S100A7-DOX-inducible MMTV mouse injected with MVT-1 cells showed increased recruitment of TAMs and
blocking of RAGE through sRAGE reduced recruitment and lung metastasis. S100A7 induced mice showed no increase
in the recruitment of CD8/CD3/CD4-positive T cells, preventing the inclusion of the active immune system. Along with
TAM recruitment, studies suggest that RAGE-induced autophagy increases the formation of neutrophil extracellular
traps within the TME, propagating a proinflammatory microenvironment that promotes tumor metastasis through
MMP-9 secretion (Boone et al., 2015; Coussens & Werb, 2002; Zha et al., 2020).

Lastly, evidence suggests that RAGE is able to induce angiogenesis within the TME (Ishibashi et al., 2012; Kwak
et al., 2016; Lin Zhang et al., 2017). In a study by Chen et al., it was shown that TAMs isolated from RAGE knockout
mice implanted with GL261 cells possessed a lower expression of vascular endothelial growth factor-alpha (VEGFα)
and MMP-9 (X. Chen et al., 2014). Total tumor VEGFα and microvessel density were significantly lowered in mice with
RAGE KO bone marrow donations and reduced to greater extents in RAGE deficient mice. This is likely because of
RAGE actions on both the tumor and the surrounding microenvironment. Similar results have also been shown within
breast cancer (Kwak et al., 2016). Additionally, it was shown that RAGE silencing within tumor cells reduces VEGFα
expression in vitro and in chicken egg embryo implantation studies, suggesting that RAGE modulates angiogenesis
through both tumor cells and the TME (Ishibashi et al., 2012; Liang et al., 2011). In summary, RAGE and its ligands
play a complex role in modulating the tumor and its microenvironment through driving proliferation, survival, metasta-
sis, inflammation, and angiogenesis.

2.2 | RAGE and neurological disorders

RAGE/AGE axis has been implicated in various neurological disorders through the induction of oxidative stress,
apoptosis, and inflammation in both neurons and their surrounding cells (Juranek et al., 2015; J.-J. Lee et al., 2015).
One of such neurogenerative disorders, Alzheimer's disease (AD), is associated with the buildup of amyloid plagues
consisting of a known RAGE agonist, an Aβ peptide (Paudel et al., 2020). In a study where mice received cerebral injec-
tions of Aβ25–35, the treatment with a small molecule RAGE inhibitor, Pinocembrin, reduced Aβ-induced neurotoxic-
ity and attenuated RAGE expression within the cerebral cortex (R. Liu et al., 2012). Through NF-κB activation, RAGE
was shown to increase mitochondrial oxidative stress, resulting in neuronal apoptosis. This was also demonstrated in
neuroblastoma cells designed to model AD via overexpression of the Swedish mutant form of APP (mAPP) (R. Liu
et al., 2012). Blocking RAGE improved cell viability by lowering the expression of oxidative stress markers and
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mitochondrial-related apoptosis. In a separate study, the transgenic expression of DN-RAGE within mAPP expressing
mice significantly lowered microglial and astrocyte infiltration, which is associated with inflammation (Fang
et al., 2010). The increased expression of RAGE on microglial cells led to elevated Aβ peptide formation, inflammatory
cytokines, extensive neuronal damage, and impaired memory, demonstrating RAGE's ubiquity. In a recent study,
DN-RAGE expression in microglia was found to restore synaptic activity within the entorhinal cortex of mAPP trans-
genic mice, one of the earliest affected areas of the brain in AD. This indicates the ability of RAGE to affect neuronal
synaptic function and its role in early AD (Criscuolo et al., 2017).

Additionally, RAGE is also shown to possess higher expression in brain sections of AD patients, further demonstrat-
ing clinical relevance (Lue et al., 2001; Luth, 2004). In amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) patient samples, the RAGE/
AGE axis is shown to elevate microglia/astrocyte activity, releasing pro-inflammatory cytokines and inducing intracel-
lular oxidative stress (Casula et al., 2011; Z. Wang et al., 2002). In addition to RAGE/AGE-associated increase in the
expression of proinflammatory cytokines, AGEs are linked to the presence of superoxide dismutase-1 (SOD-1) muta-
tions which render its ROS scavenging ability ineffective, demonstrating the multiple roles RAGE/AGE axis plays in
ALS degeneration (Ray et al., 2016; Shibata et al., 2002). RAGE is also implicated in Parkinson's Disease (PD). In mice
administered with the PD-inducing neurotoxin 1-methyl-4-phenyl-1,2,3,6-tetrahydropyridine (MPTP), RAGE was asso-
ciated with increased NF-κB activity and inflammatory cytokines released by nigral dopaminergic neurons. Interest-
ingly, RAGE deficiency was shown to reduce the death of nigral dopaminergic neurons by reducing ROS levels in a
manner independent of MPTP metabolism (Teismann et al., 2012). This suggests the role played by RAGE in inducing
MPTP neurotoxicity and provides the potential translation of RAGE therapies in PD.

In addition to AD, PD, and ALS disorders, RAGE has been implicated with neuroinflammation, degeneration, and
oxidative stress in Crutzfield-Jacobs, Huntington's disease, and diabetic neuropathy (Anzilotti et al., 2012; Bekircan-
Kurt et al., 2014; Freixes et al., 2006). Recent evidence complicates RAGE's negative role in neurological pathologies, as
it has been demonstrated to promote neurite outgrowth, differentiation, and recovery (Villarreal et al., 2011). In studies
by Huttunen et al., N18 mouse neuroblastoma cells treated with nanomolar concentrations of S100B or amphoterin
demonstrated an increased neurite outgrowth, cell viability, and expression of neuronal markers through RAGE depen-
dent activity (Huttunen et al., 2000; Huttunen et al., 2002). Interestingly, treatments in the micromolar range increased
levels of oxidative stress markers compared to DN-RAGE control. A study by Businaro et al. showed similar effects with
S100B in Aβ peptide-induced neurotoxicity where knocking out RAGE mitigated pro-survival effects (Businaro
et al., 2006). Within mature granular neuron cultures, knocking out RAGE decreased neurite outgrowth (L. Wang
et al., 2008). Lastly, the differentiative and regenerative abilities of RAGE blocking were demonstrated using in vivo
models of intracerebral hemorrhage (ICH) and spinal cord injury (Lei et al., 2015; H. Wang et al., 2017). In the former
study, RAGE blockage decreased both the presence of pro-inflammatory cytokines and neuronal stem cell proliferation
and differentiation during the later stages of ICH. In a later study conducted by this group, RAGE-HMGB1 inhibition
shortly after ICH showed beneficial effects, highlighting the complexity of the RAGE-ligand axis (Lei et al., 2015).

In conclusion, RAGE plays a complex and multifaceted role in neurological disorders, including neu-
roinflammation, oxidative stress, and cellular signaling. While RAGE activation has been linked to several chronic dis-
eases such as AD, PD, and ALS, its precise role in these conditions remains an area of ongoing research. Further
studies are needed to fully understand the mechanisms underlying RAGE-mediated effects and to develop
RAGE-targeted therapies.

2.3 | RAGE and diabetes-related cardiovascular complications

RAGE is implicated in multiple cardiovascular diseases (CVDs), including atherosclerosis, thrombosis, myocardial
infarctions, and vessel calcification (Egaña-Gorroño et al., 2020; Fukami et al., 2014). Type-1 (D1M) and type-2
(D2M) diabetes are linked closely to cardiovascular mortality. Elevated glucose blood levels additionally increase
AGE serum concentrations. Through oxidative stress and pro-inflammatory events, RAGE complicates both dia-
betic and nondiabetic CVDs (Egaña-Gorroño et al., 2020). Postmortem studies show an increase of RAGE and
inflammation activity and reduction of sRAGE expression in diabetic/prediabetic patients (Burke et al., 2004;
Cipollone et al., 2003; Di Pino et al., 2016). In a study by Koulis et al., diabetic, RAGE expressing mice demon-
strated higher plaque area in aortas than RAGE expressing nondiabetic mice and RAGE deficient diabetic/
nondiabetic mice (Koulis et al., 2014). Further examination of RAGE expression in bone marrow-derived cells
showed that knocking out the RAGE within donor marrow also reduced RAGE expression on aortic smooth muscle
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cells (SMCs) and lowered inflammatory cytokines compared to RAGE expression in diabetic mice. Studies by
Schmidt et al. show that blockage of RAGE expression by sRAGE decreased atherosclerosis, inflammation, and
SMC activation (Bu et al., 2010; Bucciarelli et al., 2002). Within nondiabetic, ApoE null mice, RAGE depletion
reduced atherosclerotic events, lowered inflammatory cytokine and VCAM-1 expression, and reduced the expres-
sion of S100B in culture (Harja et al., 2008). In addition, sRAGE was demonstrated to be inversely correlated to vas-
cular calcification events in diabetic patients (H. S. Kim et al., 2013). In preclinical in vivo studies on diabetic rats
and mice subjected to surgical myocardial infarcts, groups expressing cytoplasmic domain-deleted RAGE showed
improved cardiac function, reduced oxidative stress, and necrotic markers following ischemia/reperfusion injury
(Bucciarelli et al., 2008). A similar study reported these effects within nondiabetic mice. Our work demonstrated
that RAGE expression is elevated within hindlimb ischemia (Konopka et al., 2018). Lastly, it appears hypoxic condi-
tions affect RAGE activity (Shang et al., 2010; Tsoporis et al., 2010). In a study of coronary artery ligation in
Sprague–Dawley rats, vascular ligation upregulated RAGE/S100B colocalization and decreased expression of
S100A1 (Tsoporis et al., 2010). Interestingly, cardiomyocytes that were cultured in hypoxic conditions showed an
increase in S100B/RAGE expression as well as elevated apoptosis, which was mitigated by RAGE deletion. This
observation implicates RAGE's role in hypoxia-induced myocyte apoptosis.

3 | RAGE/AGE AXIS-BASED THERAPEUTIC STRATEGIES

Studies presented in the previous section illustrated the multisystem complexity of the RAGE/AGE axis in oncology,
neurology, and cardiology, which makes RAGE an exciting target for therapeutic interventions. Because RAGE over-
expression is generally associated with adverse effects, most targeted therapies focus on inhibiting RAGE signaling and
reducing AGE levels.

3.1 | Small molecule inhibitors

An example of a small molecule inhibitor binding the extracellular domain of RAGE is [3-(4-2-butyl-
1-[4-(4-chlorophenoxy)-phenyl]-1H-inidaxole-4-yl-phenoxy)-propyl]-diethylamine (Azeliragon) which was initially
developed by TransTech Pharma (Bongarzone et al., 2017). It has a half-life of 9–14 days in young patients and
1–18 days in the elderly. After in vivo administration, it forms three metabolites, one of which is another RAGE inhibi-
tor (Burstein et al., 2019). Azeliragon inhibits binding interactions between RAGE and CML, S100B, and HMGB1
through interacting with the RAGE's V domain. The drug is able to cross the blood–brain barrier (BBB), making it a
potential therapeutic target for RAGE-based neurological disorders (Galasko et al., 2014). In a transgenic AD mouse
model, oral dosing of the drug caused a reduction of amyloids in the brain and improved cognitive memory function.
A Phase I trial of Azeliragon demonstrated no safety concerns for AD patients (Galasko et al., 2014). Double-blinded,
placebo-controlled Phase II trial in 399 patients with mild AD treated with 5 mg/day of Azeliragon over an 18-month
period demonstrated improvements in cognitive function but no changes in AD biomarker levels (Burstein et al., 2014;
Galasko et al., 2014). It was shown that the drug had no significant effect on cardiac function. A Phase III trial of 5 mg/
day was conducted in 880 mild AD patients receiving acetylcholinesterase inhibitors, but it was terminated due to a
lack of Azeliragon efficacy. Multiple derivatives of Azeliragon with similar pharmacophores were developed that
showed activity against RAGE-Aβ interactions through V domain binding, preventing Aβ transport across the BBB
(Han et al., 2012, 2015; Y. S. Lee et al., 2012).

Another small molecule inhibitor of RAGE is N-Benzyl-N-cyclohexyl-4-chlorobenzamide (FPS-ZM1), discovered by
Deane et al. through screening of 5000 compounds. The binding analysis of radiolabeled FPS-ZM1 demonstrated inhibi-
tory constants with Aβ, S100B, and HMGB1 at 25, 230, and 148 nM, respectively (Deane et al., 2012). In in vivo studies
in aged transgenic mice having mutations in the APP gene, the drug inhibited Aβ's BBB penetration, decreased RAGE
expression, and improved cognitive function without significant toxicity. In a similar model of mice treated with a high
level of AGEs, FPS-ZM1 administration reduced neuroinflammation and production of ROS (Y. Hong et al., 2016).
Other studies demonstrated that FPS-ZM1 attenuated inflammation and improved cardiac remodeling following aortic
ligation in C57BL/6 mice (Y. Liu et al., 2016). It also showed efficacy in breast cancer, reducing tumor growth, angio-
genesis, macrophage invasion, and lung metastasis (Kwak et al., 2016).
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3.2 | Peptide-derived antagonists

Another method in inhibiting RAGE activity is to utilize peptide sequences derived from ligands that directly bind
to the receptor (Li et al., 2003). Huttunen et al. observed similarities in a positively-charged 33 amino acid sequence
derived from HMGB1 and that of S100 proteins (Huttunen et al., 2002). They hypothesized that this peptide
sequence could bind to RAGE and block RAGE-ligand activity. Although no binding kinetics were reported, it was
shown that the 500 μM of the amino acid sequence inhibited 500 μM amphoterin-induced neurite outgrowth. The
peptide suppressed in vivo pulmonary metastases of B16-F1 melanoma cells injected into immunocompromised
mice. Further studies showed the peptide's ability to reduce inflammation in a BALB/C mouse model of acute lung
injury (ALI) (S. Lee et al., 2018). Additionally, this peptide was utilized as a targeting system for the delivery of plas-
mid DNA (pDNA) therapy for ALI (Piao et al., 2019). The positive charge allowed it to complex with pDNA, and
RAP targeted RAGE, which is overexpressed in the disease. This allowed for RAGE-mediated endocytosis into lung
cells. In vivo studies of BALB/C mice showed this system possessed improved cell delivery and anti-inflammatory
effects compared to polyethylamine (PEI)/pDNA complexes, a common gene therapy vehicle (Pandey &
Sawant, 2016). Arumugam et al. developed a RAGE antagonistic peptide (RAP) from a sequence of S100P which
inhibited binding against S100P, S100A4, and HMGB1 (Arumugam et al., 2012). This peptide reduced Nf-κB activity
within pancreatic cancer xenografts of immunocompromised mice and attenuated tumor growth. In a BALB/C
mouse model of asthma, blockage of RAGE by either RAP or FPS-ZM1 showed an equal effect in reduced inflam-
mation and blunted airway activity, suggesting RAP as a potential therapy for RAGE-induced activity (Yao
et al., 2016).

3.3 | Genetic therapies

Silencing of RAGE expression is an attractive route for therapy, as the reduction in RAGE expression can inhibit bind-
ing and signaling activity. Silencing RNA (siRNA) are short double-stranded RNAs that enter the cell and are incorpo-
rated into the RNA-Induced Silencing Complex (RISC), which targets and cleaves complementary messenger RNA
(mRNA), inhibiting protein translation (Dana et al., 2017; Reynolds et al., 2004). Due to rapid degradation in vivo,
siRNA therapies are complexed with polymeric carriers (Kanasty et al., 2013). Current RAGE siRNA therapies are com-
plexed with PEI-based delivery vehicles (J. Hong et al., 2014; H. Park et al., 2015; M. J. Yang et al., 2015). Park et al.
demonstrated the use of a deoxychloric acid-modified PEI (PEI-DA) carrier for RAGE siRNA to provide protection
against cardiac arrhythmias in acute I/R injury (H. Park et al., 2015). Gene delivery restored electrophysiological prop-
erties that were disrupted in a LAD ligation/reperfusion model of Sprague–Dawley rats (J. Hong et al., 2014). PEFI-DA/
RAGE siRNA complexes have also restored ventricular remodeling in MI rat models. Additionally, RAGE siRNA thera-
pies have been shown to reduce inflammation-induced damage and ECM deposition in rat models of liver fibrosis (Cai
et al., 2014; Xia et al., 2008).

3.4 | Antibody-drug conjugates (ADCs)

Monoclonal antibodies (mAbs), which target upregulated surface proteins, are a potential method to direct
cytotoxic chemotherapies toward tumors (Sievers & Senter, 2013). Healey et al. developed RAGE mAbs conjugated
to the chemotherapeutic monomethyl auristatin E (MMAE) that targeted the V, C1, and C2 domains (Healey,
Pan-Castillo, et al., 2019). Surface plasmon resonance (SPR) demonstrated that V domain targeted ADCs possessed
T H-score analysis from 161 biopsies showed increased RAGE expression in the stromal and epithelium cells of EC
patients (Healey, Frostell, et al. 2019). RAGE ADC EC cells demonstrated high toxicity in EC cells and that toxicity
was significantly reduced in healthy endometrium cells. Internalization and lysosomal trafficking analysis showed
significantly higher ADC internalization in EC cells over controls, further demonstrating cell-specific targeting.
Importantly, IV injection of ADCs and IHC analysis showed no signs of cytotoxicity within tissues of nude athymic
mice. However, ADC treatment did reduce white blood cell counts. In a xenograft model of EC, ADC treatment
showed reduced tumor volume (Healey, Frostell, et al. 2019). This study illustrates the potential for RAGE ADCs as
a targeting agent.
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3.5 | AGE crosslink breakers

Lysine-bound AGEs can undergo β-dehydration and react with ECM protein nucleophiles to form AGE crosslinks
known as AP-enedioenes (Jud & Sourij, 2019; Vasan et al., 1996). These AGE crosslinks are associated with cardiovas-
cular stiffness, oxidative stress, and inflammation (Brownlee, 2001; Yamagishi, 2012). Moreover, hyperglycemic condi-
tions such as diabetes elevate AGE formation, increasing the formation of these crosslinks.

Crosslink breakers cleave carbon–carbon bonds, resulting in the reduction in both AGEs and their respective
crosslinks. Alagebrium is an AGE crosslink breaker developed by Synvista Therepeutics (formerly Alteon) that has
shown efficacy in both preclinical and clinical cardiac disorders (Toprak & Yigitaslan, 2019; Yamagishi, 2012).
Within streptozotocin-induced diabetic rats, Alagebrium treatments significantly reduced large artery stiffness and
collagen crosslink formation (Wolffenbuttel et al., 1998). It was also shown that AGE modified serum albumin neg-
atively affected vasodilation within nondiabetic rats; it was found that the endothelial nitric oxide synthase (eNOS)
was upregulated and Alagebrium administration attenuated these effects (Soro-Paavonen et al., 2010). Within ath-
erosclerotic and diabetic ApoE-negative mice treated with early and delayed Alagebrium exhibited reduced RAGE
expression, proinflammatory cytokines, arterial plaque area, and circulating AGEs (Forbes et al., 2004; Watson
et al., 2011). A 13-person clinical trial involving elderly men with systolic hypertension showed that Alagebrium
reduced arterial stiffness, and a flow mediated dilatation was inversely related to collagen synthesis and inflamma-
tion markers (Zieman et al., 2007). In a 26-person clinical trial, elderly patients with stable diastolic heart failure
(DHF) were treated with 400 mg/day Alagebrium. Both magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and echocardiology
analysis revealed a reduction in left ventricular mass and increase in diastolic filling (Little et al., 2005). A double-
blind trial with 102 elderly patients with systolic heart failure, 200 mg/day failed to attenuate skin AGE accumula-
tion and improve cardiac function (Hartog et al., 2011). In addition to cardiology, Alagebrium has been utilized for
nephrologic diseases. AGE administration induced an epithelial-to-myoblast transition within both diabetic rats
and T1D patient biopsies; Alagebrium mitigated this effect (Oldfield et al., 2001). Treatment of T2D mice with a
high-AGE diet showed improved renal clearance of creatine (Harcourt et al., 2011). Alagebrium has also demon-
strated efficacy within pancreatic β-islet destruction, chronic kidney disease-mineral bone disorder age-related
macular degeneration (N. X. Chen et al., 2020; Coughlan et al., 2011; Datta et al., 2008). In addition to Alagebrium,
other AGE crosslink breakers have been developed. For example, 3–2-(methylsulfoxyl) hydrazine carbonyl-
1-2-oxo-2-2-thienyl ethyl-chloride (TRC4186) improved cardiac and renal dysfunction with T2D hypertensive fatty
rats (Joshi et al., 2009). TRC4186 was also well tolerated in a Phase I clinical trials (K. P. Chandra et al., 2009).
Other representative of AGE crosslink breakers, 3-benzyloxycarbonylmethyl-4-methyl-thiazol-3-ium bromide
(C36) has also shown promise as an AGE breaker in improving arterial compliance of diabetic rats (Cheng
et al., 2007).

In conclusion, AGE crosslink breakers hold promise as a potential therapeutic strategy for age-related diseases char-
acterized by the accumulation of AGEs. These compounds have been shown to reduce tissue stiffness, improve vascular
function, and alleviate inflammation in preclinical studies. However, further research is needed to establish their safety
and efficacy in human trials. Moreover, as the underlying mechanisms of AGE-mediated pathologies are complex, it is
likely that a multi-faceted approach targeting both AGE formation and scavenging and AGE crosslinking will be neces-
sary for effective treatment of age-related diseases.

3.6 | Soluble RAGE

Soluble RAGE (sRAGE) acts as a scavenger of RAGE ligands, and it has shown therapeutic potential via exogenous
administration. This is highlighted in multiple diabetic inflammatory complications, as RAGE overexpression drives
chronic inflammation. In a study by Wendt et. al, ApoE mice treated with sRAGE for 8 weeks showed a reduction in
atherosclerotic lesions and proinflammatory and thrombotic gene expression within aortas (Venegas-Pino et al., 2018).
In genetically diabetic C57BLKS/J-m+/+Leprdb mice, skin wounds topically treated with sRAGE possessed improved
wound closure and neovascularization. Interestingly, sRAGE treated mice showed a higher level of inflammatory cell
infiltrate during the first 35 days which then decreased. Within control groups, inflammatory cell and pro-inflammatory
cytokine levels were sustained following 35 days, leading to a failure of remodeling and wound closure. Additionally,
endogenous elevation through genetic modification of cells are another method of sRAGE delivery. Park et al. devel-
oped sRAGE overexpressing adipose-derived mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) which were intravenously administered
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to BALB/C mice receiving collagen-induced arthritis (M.-J. Park et al., 2016). sRAGE-MSCs inhibited the expression of
HMBG1 pro-inflammatory cytokines in both MSCs and joints. These areas also exhibited greater T-regulatory cell infil-
tration and Th17 cell reduction, indicating the joint microenvironment is anti-inflammatory.

A similar strategy was applied to a PD mouse model using CRISPR-Cas9 edited MSCs. These treatments showed
reduced neuronal death and inhibited AGE localization with microglial cells, suggesting that one means for sRAGEs
neuroprotective effects may be through scavenged AGEs. While sRAGE has shown potential, sRAGE ligands bind to
additional receptors such TLRs and CD36, and the effects of their inhibition need to be determined. There is some evi-
dence to suggest sRAGE administration can lead to negative outcomes. In sciatic nerve injury, administration of sRAGE
blocked nerve regeneration due to the inability to trigger inflammatory mechanisms which cause nerve outgrowth.
Thus, it is important to further understand the complex role sRAGE exhibits in pathology to better utilize it in thera-
peutic applications.

3.7 | Dietary intervention

Another interesting but still underexplored strategy to suppress RAGE activity to prevent RAGE/AGE axis associated
pathologies is the modification of the diet to reduce AGEs intake. Approximately about 10% of consumed AGEs are
absorbed through the intestines. About one-third of absorbed AGEs are excreted within 48 h in the urine. In contrast,
the rest remain in the tissues fueling the inflammation and contributing to the deleterious effects of RAGE over-
expression (Diamanti-Kandarakis et al., 2015). Dietary restriction of the consumption of AGEs from exogenous sources
through modification of eating habits is now considered an initial, effective therapeutic intervention in managing sev-
eral AGE-related disorders. While dietary restriction and the use of a low AGE diet have been shown beneficial to
improve insulin sensitivity, reduce abdominal obesity, diminish oxidant stress and extend lifespan (Garay-Sevilla
et al., 2016), further research is needed to establish the safety and efficacy of dietary interventions in clinical trials.

4 | IMAGING RAGE WITH MOLECULARLY TARGETED AGENTS

4.1 | Preclinical and clinical imaging modalities

Molecular imaging is a field of medical imaging that uses specialized imaging techniques to visualize and study the
molecular and cellular processes within the body. This type of imaging provides a way to understand the underlying
biology of disease, and can be used to detect, diagnose, and monitor the progression of a wide range of conditions. One
of the main strengths of molecular imaging is its ability to provide detailed information about the molecular and cellu-
lar processes that are involved in disease. This can be particularly useful in the early detection of cancer, as well as in
the monitoring of treatment response. In addition, molecular imaging can be used to evaluate the effectiveness of new
drugs and therapies, which can help to improve patient outcomes.

However, there are also some limitations to molecular imaging. One of the main challenges is the high cost of the
imaging equipment and the specialized expertise required to operate and interpret the images. Additionally, the images
generated by molecular imaging techniques can be complex and difficult to interpret, which can make it challenging
for physicians to use the information to guide patient care. Overall, molecular imaging is a powerful tool for under-
standing the underlying biology of disease, and has the potential to improve patient outcomes. However, further
research and development is needed to overcome the limitations of this technology and make it more widely available
to patients.

A comprehensive examination of the current pre- and clinical uses of molecular imaging and the associated chal-
lenges has helped to identify potential areas for future growth in this field. These include: exploring the mechanism of
biological processes in vivo, evaluating the metabolism and pharmacology of new therapeutic interventions, and
enabling their rapid introduction into clinical practice. However, for this process to be successful, there is a current
need for new technology platforms, such as integrated microfluidic methodologies to speed up and reduce the cost of
developing and testing new molecular imaging probes. In addition, there is a need for higher-resolution, higher-
sensitivity imaging instruments to detect and quantify biological processes more efficiently and accurately. Despite the
exciting possibilities of improving patient care through the translation of preclinical imaging approaches, the decline in
infrastructure, loss of federal research support, and prolonged, ineffective approval processes for new imaging probes
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pose significant threats to the advancement of molecular imaging. Addressing these challenges through strategic
planning is critical for rejuvenating the field and realizing its full potential.

Over the past 40 years, numerous imaging modalities have been introduced, but only a few have found widespread
use of both preclinical and clinical research. These include nuclear imaging techniques such as positron emission
tomography (PET), single photon emission computed tomography (SPECT), magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), ultra-
sound, as well as x-ray computed tomography (CT) and optical imaging such as fluorescence (Table 1). The best imag-
ing method choice for a particular study depends on the availability of both the instrumentation and imaging probe(s),
and the priority of desired features. For example, anatomical imaging modalities such as CT, ultrasound and MRI are
optimal for imaging anatomy and physiology, whereas functional modalities such as nuclear imaging and optical tech-
niques are superior to assess metabolic and molecular processes (Figure 2). A comprehensive evaluation of each imag-
ing modality, including its strengths and weaknesses, is beyond the scope of this manuscript. For more information,
readers are referred to relevant reviews (Bengel, 2009; Lawrence W. Dobrucki & Sinusas, 2010; Nahrendorf et al., 2009;
Sinusas et al., 2008; Vaquero & Kinahan, 2015; Walter et al., 2020).

Nuclear imaging, including PET and SPECT, belong to clinical imaging modalities which have been proven success-
ful in quantifying radiotracer uptake and distribution due to their excellent sensitivity, good temporal resolution and
reasonable spatial resolution, particularly in the new preclinical scanners (Basu et al., 2011). PET imaging is advanta-
geous when considering its superior sensitivity, practically limitless penetration depth, and the ability for a high tempo-
ral resolution dynamic imaging (dPET) which can provide useful information to assess pharmacokinetic parameters
derived from, that is, compartmental computational modeling of radiotracer's fate (Vaquero & Kinahan, 2015).

The labeling of PET pharmaceuticals can be challenging considering the short half-life of traditional PET radioiso-
topes such as Carbon-11, Nitrogen-13, or Oxygen-15, which requires the presence of on-site production cyclotron or
generator. Among clinically available radioisotopes, only Fluorine-18 has an adequate half-life (�2 h) that allows for
off-site production and delivery via courier. Other radioisotopes such as Copper-64 (12.7 h half-life) and Zirconium-89
(3.3 days half-life) are currently evaluated in preclinical models with the promise to be translated to clinical use
(De Silva et al., 2012; Wadas et al., 2007; Zeng et al., 2012).

A historically older nuclear imaging technique, SPECT, is based on the detection of gamma radiation emitted from
an unstable atomic nucleus. SPECT radioisotopes are characterized by their relatively longer (as compared to PET)

TABLE 1 Selected operational parameters including advantages and disadvantages of different molecular imaging modalities.

Imaging
modality Sensitivity

Spatial
resolution

Temporal
resolution Major advantages Major disadvantages

PET Picomolar >0.35 mm Seconds Superior sensitivity
Good attenuation correction

Short half-life
radioisotopes

Require on-site
generation

SPECT Nanomolar >0.25 mm Minutes Great sensitivity
Multiple isotope imaging

Exposure to ionizing
radiation

Advanced radiochemistry

MRI Micromolar >0.50 mm Seconds No ionizing radiation
Great spatial resolution

Limited sensitivity
Susceptible to motion
artifacts

X-ray CT Millimolar μm–mm Milliseconds Superior spatial resolution
Availability of contrast
agents

Exposure to ionizing
radiation

Contrast agent
nephrotoxicity

Fluorescence Picomolar nm–mm Seconds Superior sensitivity
Multiplexing imaging
possible

Prolonged exposure
bleaching

Fluorescent labels
required

Ultrasound Micromolar μm–mm Seconds Widely available
instrumentation

No ionizing radiation

Limited penetration
depth

Lack of molecular probes
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half-lives (hours to days) which allow for longitudinal imaging studies and have specific emission spectra which allow
for simultaneous multiple isotope imaging (Mariani et al., 2010). One important disadvantage of SPECT shared also
with PET, is the use of ionizing radiation which can limit their application to specific cases where exposure to the ioniz-
ing radiation is acceptable considering the benefits of noninvasive imaging of molecular processes. Also, since different
radioisotopes have different physicochemical properties, radiolabeling of molecules or bioactive targets requires access
to the radiochemistry resources and the knowledge of traditional conjugation chemistry. Finally, radiolabeling with
SPECT isotopes, often requires chelation which can increase the molecular weight of the target molecule, may change
the overall charge, and cause steric hindrances affecting pharmacokinetic properties of the radiotracer. In contrast, PET
radioisotopes such as Carbon-11, Nitrogen-13, and Oxygen-15 can be incorporated in the molecule with minimal inter-
ference to the function of the tracer. This feature allows for developing radiolabeled probes, which are chemically
almost identical to the parent compounds. This strategy has been successfully employed to develop PET tracers which
can pass the blood–brain–barrier (BBB) and be taken up by brain structures to assess their function (Judenhofer &
Cherry, 2013; Mariani et al., 2010).

In optical imaging, such as fluorescence, light originates from light-excited tissues containing fluorescent label(s).
The emitted light is captured by a charge-coupled device (CCD) camera and recorded for processing. Fluorescent mole-
cules like cyanine dyes (i.e., Cy3 or Cy5), are commonly used to label bioactive targets and trace their biodistribution in
the biological system. The alternative method involves transfecting cells with a gene, such as green fluorescent protein
(GFP), to study cell function and survival. Fluorescence imaging has several advantages, including ease of use, high
throughput, relatively low cost, and no ionizing radiation. However, its clinical use is limited by reduced depth penetra-
tion, surface reflectance, hemoglobin absorption, scattering, and background autofluorescence. These drawbacks have
effectively ruled out optical techniques for clinical whole-body imaging, limiting their use to only local examinations,
such as image-guided surgery or postmortem tissue analysis (J. H. Lee et al., 2012).

In recent decades, research has been focused on developing and characterizing molecularly targeted imaging agents
for in vivo analysis of biological processes at the cellular, organ, and whole-body levels. The molecular imaging of
RAGE expression and its activation using both nuclear and optical imaging techniques hybridized with anatomical

FIGURE 2 Comparison of selected clinical imaging modalities for assessing anatomy, physiology, metabolism, and molecular processes.

A spider chart for each feature illustrates the suitability of each imaging modality using a scale of 1–5, with “1” indicating low and “5”
indicating high applicability.
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imaging modalities has been proven successful in evaluating the significance and quantitatively assessing the function
of the RAGE/AGE axis in vivo. The critical review of the most impactful studies focused on imaging RAGE and utiliz-
ing antibody fragments, peptides, small chemicals, and targeted nanoparticles is presented in the following sections.

4.2 | Antibodies and antibody fragments

Antibodies and antibody fragments have become essential components in the field of molecular imaging. With their
high specificity and ability to selectively bind to target proteins, they provide a valuable tool for visualizing biological
processes in real-time. By conjugating these molecules with imaging agents, researchers can obtain detailed information
about the distribution and localization of target proteins within living organisms, including both healthy and diseased
tissues. In this way, antibodies and antibody fragments play a critical role in advancing our understanding of biological
processes, informing the diagnosis and treatment of diseases, and improving patient outcomes. The use of antibodies
and antibody fragments in molecular imaging is therefore a rapidly growing field with great potential for contributing
to the development of new diagnostic and therapeutic strategies.

Early molecular imaging involved native monoclonal antibodies labeled with signals, which provided high sensitiv-
ity and selectivity. However, long circulation times of antibodies and their slow excretion resulted in poor image quality
and strong background signals which could mask specific organ uptake (L. W. Dobrucki et al., 2010). To address this
limitation, tracers based on engineered antibodies and antibody fragments were developed for imaging cell-specific
antigens, including RAGE.

The first successful synthesis of radiolabeled anti-RAGE antibody fragment and its application in preclinical imag-
ing was reported by Lynne Johnson group at Columbia University (Y. Tekabe et al., 2008). The authors of this pilot
study developed a novel antibody based on the Genbank sequence which displayed immunoreactivity against the
V-domain of RAGE in mice, pigs and humans. The purified antibodies were digested with immobilized pepsin beads to
produce F(ab’)2 fragments. In contrast to the whole antibody, these fragments had more antigen binding sites available
and demonstrated faster blood pool and renal clearance. Radiolabeling with Technetium-99 m (99mTc) was performed
after coupling F(ab’)2 fragments to diethylenetriaminepentaacetic acid (DTPA). In addition to the radiolabeled
anti-RAGE antibody fragments for the in vivo planar imaging, the investigators prepared a rhodamine-labeled
DTPA-anti-RAGE F(ab’)2 analogue which has been used to localize the in vivo antibody uptake by histology. The
antibody-based tracer showed a rapid blood clearance and specific focal uptake in the aortic arch of atherosclerotic
apoE�/� mice correlating with atherosclerotic lesions seen during the necropsy. This specific uptake was quantified by
ex vivo counting of thoracic organs such as lungs, heart and aorta. Histological sections through the proximal aorta of
apoE �/� mice injected with dual rhodamine and 99mTc labeled F(ab’)2 showed colocalization of fluorescence with
RAGE staining. This confirmed that the dual-labeled antibody fragments were taken up in the proximal aortic lesions
expressing RAGE (Y. Tekabe et al., 2008).

The same group extended this work and developed 99mTc-labeled monoclonal anti-RAGE antibody demonstrating
improved specificity compared to the polyclonal antibody (Yared Tekabe et al., 2010; Y. Tekabe et al., 2010). This mono-
clonal antibody-based imaging agent demonstrated that RAGE-targeted molecular imaging can detect the effect of dia-
betes on RAGE expression in a diabetic murine model of hindlimb ischemia (Yared Tekabe et al., 2013). In this study,
C57BL/6 mice were rendered diabetic and 2 months later subjected to the surgical ligation of left femoral artery to
induce peripheral ischemia. Five days later, both diabetic and nondiabetic control animals were injected with a mono-
clonal 99mTc-anti-RAGE F(ab’)2 tracer and imaged 5 hrs later with a preclinical SPECT-CT scanner (Figure 3). Authors
have demonstrated higher quantitative uptake of RAGE-targeted probe in the nonischemic limbs of the diabetic com-
pared to the nondiabetic nonischemic limbs, which supports that diabetes alone could induce RAGE expression in the
peripheral arteries. Furthermore, the uptake of the probe on coronal slices from SPECT/CT scans following injection of
99mTc-anti-RAGE F(ab’)2 at 5 days after left femoral artery ligation showed greater uptake of the tracer in the ischemic
limbs of diabetic mice compared to the probe uptake in the ischemic limbs of nondiabetic mice or in the ischemic limb
of mice injected with nonspecific IgG F(ab’)2 (control probe).

Following the early success in imaging RAGE using radiolabeled F(ab’)2 antibody fragments in small animals,
more recent paper by Tekabe et al demonstrated, using the previously synthesized radiolabeled antibody, enhanced
RAGE expression in coronary and carotid fibroatheromas and in the small arteries of large animal's hindlimbs
(Johnson et al., 2014). Although studies in atherosclerosis and peripheral arterial disease confirm that RAGE over-
expression can be successfully used as a target for molecular imaging, it has not been extensively evaluated in a
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nondiabetic milieu. In this study, hyperlipidemic pigs were injected with 99mTc-anti-RAGE F(ab’)2 and after 6 h
blood clearance subjected to SPECT-CT imaging of neck, thorax and hind limbs. For experimental control, a subset of
hyperlipidemic pigs was injected with a nonimmune IgG F(ab’)2 and several farm pigs were injected with
RAGE-targeted tracer. Following image analysis, it was evident that the focal vascular uptake of the targeted tracer
visualized on SPECT scans corresponded to class III/IV lesions in the coronary and carotid vessels. In addition,
uptake in the hind limbs was noted in the hyperlipidemic pigs and corresponded to RAGE staining of small arteries
in the muscle sections (Figure 4).

The same group of investigators took on the task to image expression of RAGE in a mouse model of myocardial
reperfusion injury (Y. Tekabe et al., 2012). They hypothesized that RAGE-directed quantitative imaging of
myocardial uptake of 99mTc-anti-RAGE F(ab’)2 in a mouse model of myocardial ischemic injury can detect
RAGE expression and show quantitative differences between early (18–20 h) and later times (48 h) after reperfusion.
The results of this study demonstrated that RAGE expression in the myocardium subjected to ischemia/reperfusion
injury can be imaged and quantified in live animals with a radiolabeled anti-RAGE antibody and SPECT imaging.
Immunohistology showed colocalized RAGE expression primarily to cardiomyocytes and activation of apoptotic
pathways (caspase staining).

Although the feasibility of molecular imaging of RAGE with the antibody-based RAGE-targeted tracer has been
successfully demonstrated in several animal models, this strategy is not without limitations. The long residence time of
antibody-based imaging agents in the bloodstream results in high background and lower quality images. Furthermore,
these imaging agents have limitations in terms of being single modality tracers, lacking drug payload capability, and
poor optimization for the number of binding ligands and reporter molecules.

FIGURE 3 (a) Representative coronal slices from SPECT/CT scans following injection of 99mTc-anti-RAGE F(ab’)2 5 days after left

FAL for a WT diabetic mouse (left), WT nondiabetic mouse (center), and WT nondiabetic mouse injected with nonspecific mouse IgG

F(ab’)2 (right). (b) A bar graph shows quantitative RAGE uptake from scans in hind limbs for WT diabetic (left set of bars) and WT

nondiabetic (right side set of bars) 5 days after FAL. Each bar represents average ± SD. DM, diabetes mellitus; NDM, nondiabetes mellitus;

FAL, femoral artery ligation; WT, wild type. Reproduced with permission from Tekabe et al. (2013).
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4.3 | Peptides and peptidomimetics

Peptides and peptidomimetics have revolutionized the field of molecular imaging, offering a powerful tool to visualize
biological processes in real-time. With their high specificity and ability to target specific proteins or cells, they provide a
window into the inner workings of the body, providing critical information for the diagnosis and treatment of disease.
Whether used for imaging the progression of cancer, tracking the delivery of drugs, or visualizing the activity of the
immune system, peptides and peptidomimetics are a versatile tool for advancing our understanding of human biology
and improving patient outcomes.

There are only a limited number of published studies that utilize peptides and peptidomimetics for molecular imag-
ing of the RAGE. The scarcity of research in this area can be attributed to several factors. First, RAGE is a relatively
new target, and its expression has only recently been discovered in several pathologies, including cancer, cardiovascu-
lar, and neurodegenerative diseases. Hence, the identification of targeted peptides and development of peptidomimetics
as imaging probes targeting RAGE is still in its early stages. Second, the development of RAGE-targeting imaging pro-
bes based on targeted peptides is challenging by the limited understanding of the receptor's structure and binding sites.
RAGE has several domains, and its ligands can bind to different regions, making it difficult to identify the most effec-
tive target site for imaging probes.

Despite these challenges, some promising studies have shown that peptides and peptidomimetics can be used as
imaging probes for RAGE. For instance, a recent study by Dobrucki group at the University of Illinois at Urbana-
Champaign demonstrated that a decapeptide targeting the V domain of RAGE could be used for imaging of RAGE

FIGURE 4 Ex vivo imaging of RAGE in the pig's aorta. The top-row images are the planar scans of the aortas from an HL pig injected

with 99mTc-anti-RAGE F(ab’)2 (left), a farm pig injected with the same antibody in the middle, and an HL pig injected with radiolabeled

control antibody on the right. Tracer uptake is seen in the distal arch and proximal thoracic aorta in the HL pig, but no appreciable focal

uptake is seen on the aortas from the farm pig and the HL pig injected with the control antibody. The graph below shows uptake as %ID,

with blue bar representing the mean ± SD for all the HL pigs injected with 99mTc-anti-RAGE F(ab’)2 and average values for three farm pigs

and two HL injected with nonimmune IgG. The small increment of uptake of 99mTc-anti-RAGE F(ab’)2 over the controls corresponded with

low expression on histology. Reproduced with permission from Johnson et al. (2014).
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expression in a mouse model of breast cancer. As the backbone of this tracer, the authors used RAGE antagonistic
peptide (RAP) which was found to prevent RAGE from binding with several of its most essential ligands (Arumugam
et al., 2012). In this study, multimodal probes targeting RAGE were synthesized using the standard solid-phase peptide
synthesis method and labeled with FITC and Cy7 fluorophores or radiolabeled with Copper-64 (64Cu). Their stability
was tested in PBS and rat plasma with RP-HPLC and cellular binding properties were determined in 4T1 breast cancer
cells using flow cytometry and radiological methods. To evaluate in vivo pharmacokinetics, tumor binding, and organ
biodistribution, RAGE-targeted probes were injected intravenously into 4T1 xenograft-bearing mice for dynamic
PET-CT imaging followed by fluorescence imaging and postmortem gamma well-counting. To evaluate nonspecific
binding, an excess of unlabeled RAP was used for in vivo blocking and competition experiments. Finally, excised 4T1
tumors were collected and processed for immunohistochemical staining. The probes' stability was found to be high dur-
ing the first 4 hours of incubation in plasma and PBS. Flow cytometry data confirmed probes' specificity, sensitivity,
and selectivity to RAGE-positive 4T1 cancer cells. In vivo, dynamic PET-CT imaging demonstrated rapid blood
clearance and a predominant kidney-urine elimination route. Competition experiments showed a 63% reduction of
RAGE-targeted probe signal due to significant blocking of RAGE with RAP excess. Finally, the correlative PET-optical
imaging, supplemented with gamma well-counting data, demonstrated the focal uptake of RAGE-targeted tracers in
the tumor and its microenvironment, with activities detected in the liver, kidneys, and lungs (Figure 5). The new class
of RAP-based multimodal probes demonstrated great promise for targeting RAGE-positive tissues and microenviron-
ments with high specificity, sensitivity, and selectivity. The nuclear imaging with a radiolabeled probe showed favorable
biodistribution, rapid blood clearance, and a preferable excretion route for potential clinical translation of this technol-
ogy. In addition, the availability of optical RAGE-targeted analogues can provide correlative capabilities for targeting
and imaging RAGE-positive tissues in vitro, in vivo, and postmortem.

FIGURE 5 Representative in vivo whole-body PET-CT and postmortem organ fluorescence imaging of RAGE in a mouse bearing 4T1

murine breast cancer xenograft. Animals were imaged with multimodal RAGE antagonistic peptide (RAP) based molecularly targeted 64Cu-

NOTA-PEG4-RAP and Cy7-PEG4-RAP probes. These tracers demonstrated focal (a) and specific (c) uptake within the tumor and its

microenvironment, liver, and spleen and predominant elimination via kidney filtration and urine collection in the bladder. Dynamic PET

(b) showed rapid blood clearance and preferable pharmacokinetics (d). Illustration provided by courtesy of Dr. Lawrence W. Dobrucki.
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Despite this early success in developing peptide-based RAGE-targeted imaging probes and demonstrating their
potential applicability in imaging pathologies associated with dysregulated RAGE, the limited number of published
studies on peptides and peptidomimetics for molecular imaging of RAGE can be attributed to the challenges associated
with developing imaging probes for this complex receptor. However, with advances in understanding the structure and
binding sites of RAGE and the development of novel imaging technologies, it is expected that more studies will emerge
in this area.

4.4 | RAGE-targeted small molecules

Small molecules are frequently used as probes for molecular imaging. In contrast to other imaging strategies, such as
antibody-, peptide-, or nanoparticle-based agents, small molecules are characterized by a combination of high sensitiv-
ity, low toxicity and easy synthesis. Small molecules can be designed to target specific biological processes or molecular
structures (e.g., as receptor antagonists), providing high specificity for molecular imaging (Yi et al., 2022). They are also
generally well-tolerated by the body and have low toxicity, making them safe for use in vivo which can also aid in their
rapid clinical translation. Finally, small molecules are typically easy to synthesize in large quantities, and their synthe-
sis can be relatively easy automated allowing for widespread availability and use in molecular imaging.

A number of small-molecule mediators of RAGE interactions have been reported (Deane et al., 2012; Han
et al., 2012, 2014). In the study published by Cary et al., authors synthesized and evaluated a novel Fluorine-18 (18F)
labeled small molecule for PET imaging of RAGE in the brain (Cary et al., 2016). As a backbone, they used N-Benzyl-4--
chloro-N-cyclohexylbenzamide (FPS-ZM1) which is a multimodal RAGE-specific inhibitor with a high (25 nM) affinity
against RAGE, lack of toxicity in mice or cells, high specificity and BBB permeability allowing for imaging of RAGE-
associated neurological disorders such as AD. In their work, the authors reported the synthesis and preliminary preclin-
ical evaluation of 18F-RAGER: a PET probe based on FPS-ZM1 and the first BBB-penetrative small molecule radiotracer
for RAGE (Cary et al., 2016; L. R. Drake et al., 2020).

18F-RAGER autoradiography showed colocalization with RAGE identified by immunohistochemistry in AD brain
samples, and 18F-RAGER microPET confirmed CNS penetration and increased uptake in areas of the brain known to
express RAGE (Figure 6). This first-generation radiotracer serves as an initial proof-of-concept and a promising starting
point for quantifying cerebral RAGE activity using PET. However, high levels of nonspecific 18F-RAGER binding were
observed in vitro, likely due to its high logP, and rapid metabolism in rat liver microsome studies. An estimated binding
potential (BP) of 18F-RAGER in AD tissue is 1.86, indicating potential suitability for future clinical PET imaging of
RAGE but leaving room for improvement. Therefore, the development of second-generation radiotracers with Kd
≤6 nM is necessary to achieve the target BP of ≥5) for successful in vivo clinical imaging of RAGE in the future
(as recommended by the National Institutes of Health for CNS radiotracers). To address these needs, ongoing efforts to
improve affinity, reduce lipophilicity to minimize nonspecific binding, and rapid metabolism of the tracer are centered
around developing new radioligands based on the FPS-ZM1 scaffold (Cary et al., 2016; L. Drake & Scott, 2018).

4.5 | RAGE-targeted nanoparticles

Many of the previously described RAGE-targeted probes, including antibody-, peptide-, and small chemical-based
tracers, despite their proven use in many applications, suffer from several limitations associated with probes' chemical
structures, including not-ideal pharmacokinetics properties. For example, probes utilizing RAGE antibodies or
RAGE antibody fragments are known for characteristically long blood residence times, resulting in high background
and lower quality images. In addition, these tracers are practically limited to only a single imaging modality reducing
their applicability in multimodal imaging applications. Finally, due to their distinct chemical structures, these
RAGE-targeted probes often have no drug payload capabilities which limit their use in theranostics applications, where
organ-specific targeting and targeted drug delivery are imaged at the same time.

To overcome the limitations of using antibodies, peptides, or small chemicals in designing of molecularly targeted
imaging probes, researchers sought nanotechnology, which allows for development of a multimodal multifunctional
nanoparticles for future personalized medicine applications. Nanoparticles have been widely explored as vehicles for
targeted drug delivery due to improved efficacy and reduced side effects. Compared to conventional drugs, nanoparticle
formulations can be tuned for the delivery of a therapeutic cargo. Functionalization of nanoparticle constructs could
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also optimize probe's physicochemical properties, render them multimodal, and selectively target specific organs or tis-
sues by conjugation of molecular ligands such as antibodies, aptamers, peptides, peptidomimetics, and small molecules
(Lawrence W. Dobrucki et al., 2015). Despite these clear advantages, nanoparticles, especially these used in imaging
applications, have typically long blood residence circulation increasing background signals and are significantly
retained by liver and spleen, limiting their application to image these organs. Additionally, it has been estimated that
less than 1% of injected dose reaches a target after systemic administration, reducing imaging sensitivity and therapeu-
tic effect (Lawrence W. Dobrucki et al., 2015).

Recent developments in nanomedicine led to the design and chemical and biological characterization of multi-
functional nanocarrier platforms which include multimodal molecularly targeted constructs based on polymers, dendri-
mers, liposomes, micelles, solid lipid and metal nanoparticles. One such platform used to develop targeted
nanoparticles for imaging applications is poly(amidoamine) (PAMAM) dendrimers. PAMAM dendrimers' peripheral
amine groups can be functionalized with targeting moieties and labeled with radioisotopes or fluorophores rendering
them useful in various diagnostic and therapeutic biomedical applications (Labieniec-Watala & Watala, 2015).

Molecularly targeted nanoparticle for multimodal and multiscale imaging of RAGE in preclinical disease models
was first synthesized and characterized in vitro and in vivo by Konopka et al. (2018). RAGE-targeted 64Cu-Rho-G4-CML
nanoparticle was based on a generation 4 (G4) PAMAM dendrimer, labeled with PET radioisotope (Copper-64, 64Cu)
and optical fluorophore—rhodamine, and rendered specific for RAGE by conjugation of a well-characterized RAGE
ligand, carboxymethyl-lysine (CML)-modified human serum albumin (HSA) via a succinimidyl-(N-methyl-polyethylene
glycol) PEG4 spacer to enhance water solubility and improve probes' pharmacokinetic properties. Specific binding of
this nanocarrier and competitive inhibition were assessed in vitro in RAGE-expressing cells using flow cytometry. In
addition, the sensitivity, organ specificity and biodistribution were studied in vivo with PET-CT and fluorescence

FIGURE 6 Representative microPET imaging data for rodent (a) summed images 0–90 min post-iv injection of the radiotracer (dotted

oval = brain); (b) rodent whole brain time-radioactivity curves and nonhuman primate (c) summed images 0–90 min post-iv injection of the

radiotracer; (d) nonhuman primate whole brain time-radioactivity curves imaged with 18F-RAGER. Reproduced with permission from Cary

et al. (2016).
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imaging. Finally, the feasibility of this probe for targeted RAGE imaging was successfully evaluated in the preclinical
model of hindlimb ischemia. 64Cu-Rho-G4-CML was retained in ischemic muscles expressing RAGE as demonstrated
using PET-CT, fluorescence and Cerenkov luminescence imaging (Figure 7). This study demonstrated that the integra-
tion of both nuclear and fluorescent labels broadened the RAGE imaging probe's utility, allowing its use in cellular ana-
lyses, live animal PET imaging, and histological evaluations (Woźniak et al., 2021).

Few years later, the same group used a slightly modified probe (64Cu-Cy5-G4-CML) for in vivo quantitative multi-
modal imaging of RAGE expression in prostate cancer (Konopka et al., 2020). The probe's binding affinity and targeting
specificity were first assessed in androgen-dependent (LNCaP) and androgen-independent (DU145) prostate cancer cells
using flow cytometry and confocal microscopy. Following in vitro studies performed to confirm specific RAGE targeting
and establish dissociation constant (KD) between 360 and 540 nM, in vivo experiments were performed in immuno-
compromised nude mice bearing LNCaP or DU145 subcutaneous xenografts. In vivo PET-CT images of prostate cancer
xenografts revealed favorable kinetics, rapid blood clearance, and a nonhomogeneous, enhanced uptake in tumors

FIGURE 7 Representative positron emission tomography (PET), Cerenkov luminescence and fluorescence images of RAGE expression

in a mouse subjected to surgical ligation of right femoral artery to induce hindlimb ischemia followed by an inflammatory response. The

animal was injected intravenously with multimodal RAGE-targeted G4-dendrimer nanoparticles (64Cu-Rho-G4-CML) conjugated with Nϵ-
carboxymethyl-lysine (CML) and labeled with rhodamine and radioactive Copper-64.

FIGURE 8 Representative PET-CT imaging of RAGE in prostate cancer. Representative 64Cu-Cy5-G4-CML PET-CT images are

demonstrated. A 3D PET-CT rendering of a LNCaP tumor-bearing mouse is presented (a) and subsequent slice views of CT, PET, and

merged PET-CT images are shown for LNCaP (b) and DU145 (c). Left-sided (right-sided on screen) tumor is circled in red, right-sided

tumors are circled in gray. Cross-sectional views are presented, coronal views are located in the center, sagittal views shown on the top left

side (brown dashed line) and axial view showed on the bottom (gray dashed line) of each image. Liver is noted with L and bone noted with

B. Reproduced with permission from Konopka et al. (2020).
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(Figure 8), which varied based on cell type and tumor size with mean uptake between 0.5 and 1.4 %ID/g. In this study,
in addition to a conventional quantification of a mean and maximal radiotracer uptake within the defined tumor
volume-of-interest (VOI), due to the heterogeneous uptake patterns observed both within and between different
tumor types, additional image analysis was performed which allowed the quantification of tumor heterogeneity. The
image heterogeneity analysis was performed to evaluate whether different tumor types can be identified by unique tex-
ture features and whether texture features change with the tumor's progression. Both hierarchical clustering and princi-
pal component analysis demonstrated that by combination of RAGE-targeted nanoparticle imaging with a novel image
analysis, it was possible to identify different tumor types (LNCaP and DU145). Finally, authors demonstrated that it
was possible to employ RAGE-targeted multimodal probe for correlation between probe retention, RAGE expression
and human prostate cancer grading based on a Gleason scale.

5 | CONCLUSION

Dysregulation of the RAGE expression and function has been implicated in the etiology and progression of several dis-
eases, including diabetes, AD, CVD, and cancer. Studies have demonstrated that RAGE activation can lead to the pro-
duction of pro-inflammatory cytokines, activation of NF-κB, and promotion of oxidative stress, all of which contribute
to the pathogenesis of these diseases. Additionally, RAGE has been shown to interact with various ligands, including
AGEs, S100 proteins, and amyloid beta, all of which are associated with disease pathogenesis. Considering the impor-
tance of the RAGE/AGE axis and its biology in the diseases' initiation and progression, it became clear that there is a
need to develop both RAGE-targeted imaging strategies and therapeutic interventions which can provide novel treat-
ments for these diseases.

Utilizing molecular imaging holds tremendous potential for expediting, streamlining, and reducing the expenses
involved in providing and enhancing healthcare, ultimately leading to a significant improvement in the overall quality
of life. However, in order to fully achieve these benefits, experts in the field, both from academic and industrial sectors,
must focus their research efforts on various areas. These include developing new imaging probes to enhance our com-
prehension of biology and organ function, designing hybrid imaging instruments for multimodal imaging approaches,
implementing theranostic strategies in clinical practice, utilizing molecular imaging for drug discovery and evaluation,
and translating research from laboratory to clinical settings, which includes investing in infrastructure and providing
clinical scientists with adequate training.

Molecular imaging of RAGE/AGE axis has shown great potential in various fields of medicine, including neurology,
cardiology, and oncology. The noninvasive nature of imaging techniques such as PET, single-photon emission com-
puted tomography (SPECT) and optical methods allows for early detection of RAGE-related pathologies, such as AD,
atherosclerosis, and cancer, and can aid physicians in the patient triage and outcomes prognostication. Furthermore,
the ability to visualize RAGE expression in vivo provides a valuable tool for monitoring disease progression, evaluating
treatment efficacy, and developing novel therapeutics. Additionally, recent advances in imaging technology, such as the
development of radiolabeled RAGE ligands, have enabled the quantification of RAGE expression, which can aid in
patient stratification and personalized medicine.

Incorporating postgenomic techniques such as molecular biology, nanomedicine, proteomics, protein–protein
interactions, and reporter genes has significantly advanced the discovery and development of molecular imaging
probes, including RAGE-targeted agents. The question addressed here is whether the development of RAGE
imaging strategies has been predominantly oriented toward target validation or toward impacting a particular
disease.

Target validation is a crucial step in the development process of molecular imaging probes as a well-characterized
target is essential for the probe to have diagnostic value. However, even with a validated target, molecular imaging pro-
bes must also demonstrate their potential to monitor disease progression and the efficacy of therapeutic intervention
noninvasively to have a significant impact on patient care. Without such potential, these probes may not achieve their
maximum clinical potential and regulatory approval. To put it differently, as per the recommendations of the FDA, pro-
ducing visually stunning images alone is not sufficient for regulatory approval; the probe must offer a tangible benefit
to the patient's outcome.

In conclusion, despite the fact that imaging of RAGE has a great potential for improving the diagnosis, monitoring,
and treatment of various pathologies, further research and development of imaging techniques and molecular probes
following careful target validation are necessary to fully realize the clinical applicability of RAGE imaging.
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